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trally-enlarged bridges or lugs struck up from
To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, JoHN M. GRIEST, of the plate A.
Chicago, in the county of Cook and State of D is a sliding-plate, having slots h h therein
Illinois, have invented certain new and useful to receive the lugs gg, whereby the plate D
Improvements in Ruffling and Gathering At is held movably upon the plate A.
55
D is an arm extending laterally from the
tachments for Sewing-Machines, of which the
following, in connection with the accompany plate D, and D'' is a forwardly-extending arm
ing drawings, is a specification.
applied to the arm D'. The forward end of
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a top or plan the arm D' has two downwardly - projecting
O view of a ruffling and gathering attachment lugs, ii, adapted and arranged to engage the
embodying my invention; Fig. 2, an edge serrated feed-plate of the sewing-machine, so
view of the same, also showing, partly in sec that the said feed, during the action of the
tion and partly in elevation, portions of a sew machine, will actuate the attachment.
ing-machine. which co-operate with the said at D' is a slot in the plate D.
tachment. Fig. 3 is a top or plan view of the at E is a plate arranged upon the plate D. The 65
tachment, the uppermostparts being removed plate E has therein the slots ij to admit of its
or broken away. Fig. 4 is a top view of the being passed underneath the enlargements of
adjustable plate, and the parts carried by it, the bridges or lugs gg.
detached from the other parts of the ruffler or E is a laterally-extending arm applied to
gatherer. Fig. 5 is a top or plan view of the and passing horizontally across and above the
base-plate detached, and Fig. 6 is a perspective plate E, and E' is a gathering-blade applied
of the various parts detached or shown in de to the outer end of said arm E. The forward
or free end of the blade E' is bent or turned
tail.
Like letters of reference indicate like parts. down slightly, and has thereon the prongs or
25 A represents the base-plate of the attach gathering-teeth e'e' and a deep notch to ad 75
ment, and at is an arm extending therefrom mit of the blade being pushed past the needle,
and having therein an opening, c', to admit as is clearly indicated in Figs. 4 and 6. Ser
of attachment to the machine. Two arms, b rations or segmentally-arranged cogs or teeth
and b, also extend laterally from the opposite k k are made in the fear end of the plate E;
ends of the plate A, and these arms are set up and F is a bell-crank lever pivoted at its angle
or raised slightly higher than the main part of to the said plate. The rear end of the lever F
the base-plate. A needle-hole, c, is made in has a small tooth or projection, l, thereon, to
the arm b, and c' is a small post or rest extend engage the serrations lic k, and the said lever is
ing downward from the arm b to the plane of flexible enough to admit of the part l being
drawn from its engagement with the said ser 85
35 the main part or body of the plate A.
B is a dividing-plate applied to the arm b' rations. The end of the lever Fenters the slot
and extending to and lying upon the arm b. D'. By this means the plates D and E, when
The plate B extends to the needle-hole. Small arranged together upon the plate A, will both
spring tongues or fingers e e' are struck up be drawn back and forth or reciprocated to
from the plate Bjust behind its forward end, i gether or simultaneously whenever the arm D' 9o
the free ends of the said tongues being toward engages the feed of the machine and the feed
the forward end of the said plate, and being is in motion, and there Will be no lost motion
slightly downturned by preference.
between the plates D and E. The plate E,
C is an arm applied to the plate A, and ex however, may be adjusted with relation to the
45 tending horizontally across and above it, and plate D by moving the lever F for that purpose, 95
C is an arm or presser extending forward from and this adjustment will have the result here
the free end of the arm C. C' is a spring inafter referred to.
tongue struck up from the arm C. An open G is an index-finger on the plate E.
ing, f, exists in the forward end of the arm C. All the parts of the attachment should be
So

for the passage of the needle, and g g are cen arranged together as shown and described, and
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the pressure-spring descends. The part of the
the attachment is to be applied to the machine stroke
which occurs before the blade reaches

in the manner indicated in Fig. 2, the lugs i i
being arranged to engage the serrated feed
plate on of the machine, and the presser-foot
n, when raised, resting firmly on the spring
tongue C/. The presser-foot is not to be low
ered upon the attachment.
His the needle, and I is a gage-mark on the
plate A.
O
I term the arm C a “pressure-spring.” It
will be observed, on reference to Fig. 2, that
the forward end of the pressure-spring lies on
the arm l when the attachment is applied to
the machine, and when the gathering-blade is
(5 withdrawn from the needle. It should also be
understood that the presser-foot, by resting,
when raised, on the spring-tongue C''', holds the
pressure-spring down upon the arm l at the
time referred to, but not so firmly as to pre
vent the pressure - Spring from being raised
therefrom in the manner hereinafter described.
The attachment is held in its place with suf.
ficient firmness for use by means of a screw
passing through the hole a'; but additional
25 means may be employed, if deemed necessary,
for holding the attachment properlyin its place
during use. In Fig. 2 I have represented the
attachment as applied to a machine in which
the feed moves the goods from the operator.
The operation of the attachmentis as follows:
After it has been applied to the machine in
the manner described, the strip of cloth to be
gathered should be placed between the gather
ing-blade E' and the dividing-plate B, and
35 underneath the forward end of the pressure
spring C, the gathering-blade being, for ex
ample, at the end of its back-stroke. The
goods will then be pressed upon the part b.
When the sewing-machine feed starts forward
O the ruffling-blade will move in the same di
rection, while engaging the goods, and con
sequently the formation of a gather or fold
will then be begun, and the gather will be com
pleted when the ruffling-blade reaches the point
5 of contact with the pressure-spring with the
goods, which point begins where the needle
passes through the attachment. The tongues
or fingers el e' hold the goods slightly up from
the plate B, and as the ruffling-blade advances
the prongs or teethe' e', by passing between
the tongues e e', get a firm hold upon the
goods, and thus form the gathers with certainty.
The tongues e'e', although yielding, lessen
the friction or wear of the points of the prongs
e'e' upon the plate B. When the ruffling
blade reaches that part of the pressure-spring
which holds or presses the goods down upon
the partly the said blade passes underneath the
pressure-spring, which yields, and the goods
o so folded or gathered are pushed or fed for
ward by the ruffling-blade during the remain
ing part of its forward stroke, which is a dis
tance equal to that between each gather. The
pressure-spring thus holds the goodsinadvance
5 of the ruffling-blade while the latter is form.

the needle forms the gather and determines
its size, and that part which occurs after the
blade passes the needle will determine the
length of the stitch or the space which will
exist between the edges of the gathers respect
ively. If the gather should be too full, shorten
the length of the stroke or throw of the blade 75
by shortening the throw of the feed of the
machine, as in shortening the stitch in ordi
nary sewing. If a longer stitch is desired, it
will be necessary only to turn the free or rear
end of the adjusting-lever F to the right,
thereby causing the blade to pass a greater
distance beyond the needle. The reverse re
sults can be produced by setting the adjust
ing parts reversely. It will be perceived that
if an adjustment be made to control the size
or fullness of the gather, and the lever F be
afterward moved to control the length of the
stitch, the size or fullness of the gather will
thereby be altered.
The whole stroke of the ruffling-blade being 9o
the same as the stroke of the feed of the ma
chine, it follows that the latter must be adjusted
to have a stroke equal to the sum of the length
of the stitch and of the fullness of the gather;
and hence, if the position of the lever F be 95
changed, the relation between the length of
the stitch and the fullness of the gather will
also be changed, for the adjustment of the lever
E will also adjust the gathering-blade with re
lation to the feed of the machine, the plate O)
E, which carries that blade, having a sliding
movement on the plate D, which carries the
arm engaging the feed, and these plates being
adjustably connected by means of the lever F.
Therefore, to distribute the stroke of the ruf. loS
fling-blade properly, so that a certain part shall
occur before and the remaining part after the
blade reaches the needle, for the purpose of
thereby regulating both the length of the stitch
and the fullness of the gather with facility after IO
the stroke of the feed of the machine has been
adjusted, I employ the index-finger G and the
index-line I on the plates E and A, respectively.
When the attachment is applied to the ma
chine, turn the latter until the index-finger has IIS
moved its full distance from the operator. If
the finger G does not then reach the line I it

will indicate that the forward end of the ruf

fling-blade has not reached the needle, and
consequently that no stitch will beformed; but
if the finger G passes the line I it will indicate
that a stitch will be made equal in length to
the distance the finger has passed the line. If
the length of stitch is thus found to be insuf.
ficient, move the lever F so as to throw the in
dex G enough farther forward to produce a
stitch of the length desired. If the fullness of
the gather should then be not as desired, con
trol the fullness by adjusting the feed of the
machine for that purpose. In other words,

whether the feed of the machine moves for

ing a gather. As the ruffling-blade retreats Ward always from the same starting-point, but
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varies its stopping-point, or always moves for
ward to the same stopping-point, but varies
its starting-point according to the adjustments
made for altering the length of the stitch in
ordinary sewing, the sewing - machine feed

should be adjusted, when used in connection
with the attachment, to produce a stroke of the
ruffling-blade equal, as nearly as may be, to
the sum of that part of the stroke required to
IO make a gather of the desired fullness, and of
that part required to make a stitch of the de
sired length, and the position of the index G.
with relation to the line I, when the machine
is turned as in sewing in the manner described,
IS will indicate how nearly the desired result has
been accomplished. If the result desired is
not fully or satisfactorily accomplished in that
manner, as may be determined by the index,
then the stroke must either be distributed by
means of the lever For altered by varying the
stroke of the feed of the machine, or by the ad
justment or readjustment of either or both,
until the results desired are attained.
To gather and sew the ruffle or gathered
25 strip to a band, proceed as before, and place
the band below the lower or dividing plate,
the purpose of which is to protect the band
from the action of the gathering-blade while the
gathers are being formed.
To sew the gathered strip or ruffle between
two bands, proceed as last directed, and place
the second or upper strip above the gathering
blade and under the pressure-spring.
It will be perceived from the foregoing de
35 scription, and from reference to the drawings,
that the ruffling-blade during one stroke in the
same direction performs the double-function
of forming the ruffle and of feeding the goods,
and lost motion is not a part of the means em.
ployed to regulate or adjust its stroke or de
termine its position with relation to the needle.
I use the presser-foot in its raised position,
and employ an intermediate pressure-spring,
because the action of the presser-foot spring,
if the presser-foot rested upon the attachment,
would ordinarily be too strong and prevent
the ease of action which is desirable.
"I do not here intend to be restricted in all

respects to a ruffling and gathering attachment
for sewing-machines, when adapted to be act
uated by the feed of the machine, for it is ob
vious that some of the features of my inven
tion may be employed in connection with such
attachments not so worked.
55 The gathering-blade, being adapted to pass
the needle and being moved by the feed of the
machine, holds the fold in position for receiv
ing the needle, for while the feed-dog is being
lowered, which occurs at the end of its forward
Stroke, the blade is not retracted and does not
begin its retreat until the needle enters the
goods. The only exception to this mode of
operation, so far as I am aware, would occur
if the attachment should be applied to a Davis
65 machine, or upon a machine having a feed like
the Davis. The Singer, Wheeler & Wilson
So

3

No. 8, New Home, White, and American are
examples of machines in connection with which

the blade will hold the folds as now described,
and all of which have four-motion feed-dogs.
As the plate B rests on the arm b, the blade

E' is wholly separated from the action of the
It will be perceived from the foregoing de
scription, and from reference to the drawings, 75
that the attachment is so adapted for engage
ment with the feed of the machine that the
movements of the reciprocating parts of the
attachment are positive in both directions, and
that no springs are employed either to produce
or aid such movements.
Eaving thus described my invention, what I
claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is- .
1. The combination, in a ruffling and gather.
ing attachment for sewing-machines, of a recip
rocating ruffling-blade adapted to move from a
point in front of the needle to a point behind
the same, to make the ruffle or gather and to
feed the goods forward, and a plate or part for 90
supporting the working end of the said blade
above or away from the action of the feed of
the inacline, for the purposes set forth.
2. A ruffling or gathering attachment for
sewing-machines in which are combined a re 95
ciprocating driving-plate adapted to engage
the reciprocating feed-plate of the sewing-ma
chine, and to be operated positively in both
directions, a ruffling or gatbering blade, and
mechanism for moving said blade from a point ICC
in front of the needle to a point behind the same,
for forming the ruffle or gather and feeding
the goods forward, substantially as described.
3. The combination, in a ruffling or gathering
attachment for sewing-machines, of the press IOS
er-spring C, a ruffling or gathering blade, and
mechanism for moving the said blade from a
point in front of the needle to a point behind
the same, for forming the ruffles or gathers and
feeding the goods forward, substantially as (le IO
scribed.
4. A ruffling and gathering attachment for
sewing-machines wherein are combined a re
ciprocating driving-plate, a ruffling-blade, and
a reciprocating plate carrying the said blade, IIS
the latter plate being connected to the driving
plate adjustably and without lost motion by
means of adjusting devices for varying the
length of the stitch, substantially as specified.
5. The combination, in a ruffling or gathering
attachment for sewing-machines, of the press
er-spring C', adapted and arranged to allow its
free end or toe to press the completed fold rear
Ward of and in a line extending laterally across
the path of the needle, a ruffling or gathering I 25
blade, and mechanism for moving the said blade
feed of the machine.

from a point in front of the needle to a point be
hind the same, for forming the ruffles or gath
ers and feeding the goods forward, substan
tially as described.
6. The combination, in a ruffling and gathering
attachment for sewing-machines, of the base.

.
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plate A, having thereon the arm C, the presser
spring C, applied to the said alm and having
its forward end resting on the said plate, the
plate D, adapted, substantially as described, to
be reciprocated in both directions by the feed
of the machine, the plate E, having thereon the
arin E, and adjustably applied to the plate D,
and the gathering-blade E', applied to the arm
E", the said spring C being adapted to exert a
O constant Working-pressure during the stroke
of the said blade in both directions, substan
tially as and for the purposes specified.
7. A ruffling or gathering attachment for
sewing-machines in which are combined, sub
5 stantially as specified, the base-plate A, adapt
ed to separate the goods from the feed of the
machine, the presser-spring C, for relieving
the attachment of the action of the presser
foot spring, a ruffling or gathering blade, and
mechanism for moving the said blade from a
point in front of the needle to a point behind
the same, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.
S. The combination, in a ruffling or gathering
for sewing-machines, of the sliding
25 attachment
adjustable plate E, the ruffling-blade carried
on the said plate, in connection with adjust
ing devices and mechanism for moving the said

blade from a point in front of the needle to a
point belind the same, for gathering the goods
and feeding them to be stitched, all during the
same stroke of the said blade, the index-finger
G, also carried on said plate, and a base-plate
having thereon the gage-marks I, for deter
mining the length of the Stitch during the stroke
of the said blade behind the needle, substan
tially as set forth.
9. The combination, in a ruffling and gathering
attachment for sewing-machines, of the press
er-spring C, formed with the spring-tongue C''',
the base-plate provided with the calm or part
l, the ruffling-blade, and the reciprocating plate
E, substantially as and for the purposes speci
fied.
10. The combination, it a ruffling or gathering
attachment for sewing-machines, of a recipro
cating driving-plate adapted to be positively
engaged and driven by the feed of the machine,
the arm C, and the spring C', applied to said
arm, the ruffling-blade, the base-plate, and the
reciprocating and adjusting devices, substan
tially as and for the purposes specified.
JOHN MI. GRIEST.

Witnesses:

F. F. WARNER,

W. S. BAKER,
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